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ABSTRACT 

Car crashes are one of the main sources of fatalities. A basic pointer of survival rates after an accident is the 

time between the disaster and when emergency remedial staff are dispatched to the setback range. By wiping out the 

time between when a setback happens and when the masters accessible as needs be are dispatched to the scene 

reduces passing rate and we can save lives. One approach to manage wipe out the deferral between accident occasion 

and authority accessible if the need arises dispatch is to use in-vehicle customized disaster area and cautioning 

systems, which sense when a car crash is most likely going to happen and right away prompt emergency happened. 

Air defilement and quality watching is basic these days as it specifically influences human prosperity. Air sullying 

is on the climb as a result of different anthropogenic activities and its watching is of basic hugeness to ease certain 

measures to control it. In this paper we put forth a straightforwardness and low-control sensor based structure for air 

quality watching. Another objective of this paper is towards completing the Iris Recognition System (IRS) for 

ensuring security and also prosperity of proprietor of the vehicle. Iris Recognition is a methodology for biometric 

approval that uses outline affirmation frameworks in light of iris photos of an individual's eyes. It is seen as the most 

consistent, strong and exact biometric recognizing evidence system open. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The GPS based mishap distinguishing proof module contains a Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS), 

vibrating sensor, fire sensor, infrared sensor and a GPS module associated with the processor unit (Dhivya, 2014). 

Right now of mishap, the vibration sensor or MEMS or fire sensor identifies the mischance gives the data to the 

microcontroller, which will show the data on LCD, switch on the bell unit and sends the data to the rescue vehicle, 

police and proprietor/guardians through GSM organize (ShriramVasudevan, 2015). Since the air contamination 

observing stations are exorbitant as are constrained in number, we have thought of this framework which is a little 

and compact estimation framework which incorporates different gas sensors, (for example, CO, CO2, NO2, O3 and 

so on.) and microcontroller that can be utilized by various individuals (Vivek, 2014). 

Among the beforehand specified physical qualities, the iris affirmation procedure is considered as the most 

unfaltering and reliable confirmation technique.A nice Iris affirmation biometrics is depicted by usage of a 

component that is; exceedingly exceptional so that the likelihood of any two people having a comparative trademark 

will be immaterial, stable so that the component does not change after some time, and be easily discovered 

remembering the true objective to offer solace to the customer, and expect trickiness of the component. 

Existing System: 

Road Accidents: The principle goal of this venture is to recognize the vehicle mishap and transmit the area of the 

mischance with the data of casualty and sort of mishap to the restorative help focus and police control room 

(Vasudevan, 2015). On the off chance that any fire mischance happens the fire sensor identifies the fire and educate 

to the processor which will send the points of interest to guardians/police/emergency vehicle through GSM 

arrange.As the ARM processor requires 3.3 volts of supply, so a phase down transformer of 230/12V is used to get 

the required AC yield (Sundaravadivu, 2013). Program mode is used for dumping of the program into ARM 

processor from any external contraption, for instance, PC. Right when an ARM processor examines the banner from 

MEMS it shows that an incident has been happened remembering the true objective to discover the spot of mishap 

we use GPS, yield of GSM and GPS is given to MAX-232 (Sridevi, 2016). 

Accidents Due To Harmful Gases:The vehicles gas spillage identifier framework can be separated into the 

equipment and programming framework improvement (Kavitha, 2013). In this equipment outline, the new form of 

this family microcontroller is utilized, PIC16F84A.The AC/DC connector gives the power supply to microcontroller 

on-board framework (Sukanesh, 2010). The microcontroller PIC16F84 on-board framework is an interface part 

between the gas sensor circuit and rationale discovery circuit, before the caution framework is activated.The 

programming for this venture is composed in C dialect and created utilizing MPLab v6.30 to change over to machine 

code before downloaded to PIC16F84A utilizing 1C Program 1.05A programming application (Kavitha, 2015). 
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Figure.1. Block Diagram 

Iris Recognition: Iris affirmation is a system for biometric approval that usages outline affirmation methodology in 

light of high-assurance photos of the irises of an individual's eyes. It planned for use in a one-to numerous request 

environment, a key favored point of view of iris affirmation is its soundness security system especially auto. Iris 

affirmation method gives best execution over all other picture get ready structure. In the existing system 

(Mohanapriya, 2013), it is presented that presents three unmistakable yet solidly related thoughts viz. an Iris 

Recognition system, a Drowsy Driver Detection structure and a Distress Signaling structure using non-meddlesome 

machine vision based thoughts (Palanivel Rajan, 2017). Biometric security through Iris affirmation will help in 

approval and an upgraded rest acknowledgment and driver prepared structure by watching both the driver's eyes and 

what's more distinguishing the glow assortment of the body by method for infrared warm sensor. IzemHamouchenea, 

has proposed another iris affirmation structure using a novel segment extraction strategy called as Neighborhood-

based Binary Pattern which examines each neighbor of the central pixel with the accompanying neighbor to encode 

it by 1, if it is more conspicuous or 0 in case it is lower than the central pixel (Kavitha, 2012). The got twofold code 

is changed over into a decimal number to manufacture the NBP picture. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system consists of oxygen sensor to detect the oxygen content in the car. In case of low oxygen content 

the sensor will sense it and will send a message to the registered mobile numbers through the GSM transmitter. Also 

it will produce a warning signal (alarm) for the person inside car. During the times of accident air balloons will arise 

to prevent from accident. The frequency of the air balloon is programmed to the vibration sensor and at that particular 

frequency a message will be sent to the registered numbers through GSM. In order to protect the theft of car from 

unknown persons the face recognition is done. The irises of known persons are registered in the database. In case of 

unknown persons entering the car the engine will not get started. And an alert is sent to the owner as SMS. This iris 

recognition is done using matlab.  

Working of The Project: Vibration sensor is interfaced with Intel Galileo board to detect the accident. The 

frequency of the air balloon is programmed to the vibration sensor and is placed inside the car. Gas sensor is 

interfaced with Intel Galileo board to detect the hazardous gas inside the car. And the sensor will send a message and 

produces a warning signal (alarm) for the person inside car. Interfacing Camera with Intel Galileo board to detect 

the thieves entering the car using matlab. In order to protect the theft of car from unknown persons the face 

recognition is done (Palanivel Rajan, 2016).The face of known persons is registered in the database.In case of 

unknown persons entering the car the engine will not get started. And an alert is sent to the owner as SMS. This face 

recognition is done with matlab. 

Implementation: 

Intel Galileo Gen-2 Kit: The Intel® Galileo Gen 2 progression board is a microcontroller board in perspective of 

the Intel®Quark™SoC X1000 application processor, a 32-bit Intel® Pentium® check system on a chip (SoC). It is 

the essential board in perspective of Intel® building proposed to be hardware and programming pin-consummate 

with shields planned for the Arduino Uno*R3. 

 
Figure.2. Intel Galileo Gen-2 kit 

Vibration Sensor: The Vibration module in light of the vibration sensor SW-420 and Comparator LM393 to 

perceive if there is any vibration that past the edge. The utmost can be adjusted by the on-board potentiometer. At 

the point when there is no vibration, this module yield rationale LOW the flag show LED light and the other way 

around (Palanivel Rajan, 2015). The utilizations of vibration sensor are vibration distinguishing, Burglary assurance 

framework. 
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Gas Sensors: The Gas Sensor Board is intended to work in conjunction with one of the gas sensors recorded beneath 

(excluded) permitting you to decide when a preset gas level has been come to or surpassed. The gas sensor basically 

connects to the Gas Sensor Board, making it simple to utilize these sensors in implanted activities. The board can 

interface to a smaller scale controller with just two I/O pins, permitting the sensor to be controlled and observed 

consequently (Agnus, 2016). A test ought to comprise of uncovering the gas indicator to a known convergence of 

gas to guarantee that the gas locator will react and that the capable of being heard and visual cautions initiate. It is 

additionally essential investigate the gas finder for any inadvertent or consider harm by watching that the lodging 

and screws are in place to keep any fluid entrance and that the channel is perfect, all of which can influence the 

usefulness of the gas indicator. 

  
Figure.3. Vibration Sensor Figure.4. Gas Sensor 

GSM: The framework needs to parcel accessible recurrence and dole out just that part of the recurrence range to any 

base transreceiver station and furthermore needs to reuse the rare recurrence as frequently as could reasonably be 

expected (Palanivel Rajan, 2012). GSM innovation yet assembling the Mobile trades is simpler and the high 

recurrence Synergy impacts add to the upsides of the 1800 MHz go. 

GPS: The Global Positioning System is a U.S. space-based radio course system that gives strong arranging, course, 

and timing organizations to standard resident customers on a relentless general start - transparently available to all 

(Palanivel Rajan, 2014). For anyone with a GPS beneficiary, the structure will give territory and time. GPS gives 

correct territory and time information for countless in all atmosphere, day and night, wherever on the planet. 

Iris Recognition System: The proposed Iris Recognition System for approval of driver in vehicles relies on upon 

picture dealing with technique to ensure the uniqueness of driver. Exactly when the driver is recognized by iris 

affirmation structure, their eye is at first caught, and after that a design is made for their iris area. This organization 

is then differentiated and exchange designs set away in a database until either a planning format is found and the 

driver is perceived, or no match is found. 

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

To further expand the use of programmed mischance discovery and notice frameworks, this framework can 

be utilized to in a roundabout way distinguish mishaps through sensors, for example, accelerometers. Air Quality 

Monitoring framework will be found in an ever increasing number of vehicles in the coming years. The frameworks 

will get to be distinctly more astute via consequently selecting HVAC ventilation settings and will give both visual 

and capable of being heard alert abilities to avoid driver exhaustion.The Image Processing Toolbox energized the 

edge revelation of iris picture which can then be institutionalized and facilitated with substitute iris pictures in the 

databases. 

In future, we can interface diverse sensors with this framework, for example, liquor indicator, languor 

identifier, heart rate locator, and so forth. Regarding these we can truly counteract mishap and spare life. The future 

work for iris affirmation can be disclosure of state of sluggishness using a comparable count for by getting complete 

closeness of both eyes. This can ensure the prosperity of driver in exhaustion cases close by security while driving. 
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